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Building Comprehension:
Deepening Critical Thinking Skills
Through Class Read Alouds
by Kellie Freese

How can you take big words and use them with little
minds to help them think more deeply? I have often
asked myself this question about my first graders. Our
favorite time of day has always been our read-aloud
time, when I read one chapter from a book each day.
I had noticed that although they would listen to the
story and tell me what had happened the day before,
their comprehension of these tougher books was not
reflecting an understanding of the text. As a book nerd
myself, I was dying to share my childhood favorites,
the books that made me a lover of books, with my own
students. Could they comprehend these in first grade?
I made it my personal mission to find the answer to this
question. If I succeed in anything as a teacher, my hope
is that my students will remember the adventures that I
could take them on through books. In order to do this,
I knew my students would need to think deeper and
be able to discuss books as a group that were beyond
their own personal grasp. How could I scaffold my own
teaching to inspire this type of thinking? These are the
questions I wanted to answer. I knew that if I could
share some of the stories that made me into a lifelong
reader, I could spark this love for reading in my students at their young age, and they could build on it for
the rest of their lives.

Review of the Literature

Comprehension in the Primary Grades
The focus of education has shifted to more student-led
content, and with this shift, we need to help our students utilize their comprehension skills and encourage
deeper thinking. Educators Broek, Kendeou, Lousberg,
and Sullivan’s (2011) research has demonstrated that
strategically planned read alouds can improve students’
comprehension even at an early age. Primary-aged children are cognitively capable of higher levels of thinking,
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and they should be utilizing these skills in their classrooms. This same idea is echoed in Stahl’s (2004) article
when she argues that comprehension is not focused on
enough in early grades. She discusses how comprehension should be explored with the same rigor as fluency
and phonological awareness.
Although many other reading skills are necessary in the
primary grades, comprehension and critical thinking
must be put in the forefront in order to help students
fully understand the text that is presented to them.
Comprehension is important in the development of the
child and in building content knowledge; and failure
to build content knowledge in the primary grades can
have unfavorable effects, long-term (Duke & Block,
2012). An environment that promotes deeper thinking can be created by giving students opportunities to
work, read, and discuss together.
Psychologist, Lev Vygotsky (1978, as cited in Gauvain
& Cole, 2008), in his sociocultural theory of human
learning, found that children learn higher-level mental
functions from the people around them through
modeling and scaffolding. He wrote, “Learning awakens a variety of internal development processes that are
able to operate only when the child is interacting with
people in his environment and in cooperation with his
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peers” (p. 40). This theory has driven many to research
and test this same concept. Learning that promotes
this understanding, according to psychologist Walter
Kintsch (1994), comes from being able to understand
the text and use the information productively in discussion during reading. He discusses how students must
have a deep understanding of what they are learning in
order to productively use the information to form their
own opinions and beliefs. Reading aloud to the whole
class and engaging in prompted discussions may lead to
an environment that will foster a deeper understanding
of the text and develop student’s critical thinking skills.
Critical Thinking
Discussion and sharing ideas with peers is a natural
part of the thinking that happens when a student
reads a story. When students engage in scaffolded
discussions during reading alouds, they also engage in
deeper thinking, and critical thinking skills are developed through discussion and collaboration with peers.
Educator, Michelle Commeyras (1993), conducted
research to explore lessons that would develop critical
thinking. She defines critical thinking as discussions
in which students are seeking reasons or clarification,
providing their own clarification, and using essential
vocabulary to explain their understanding. Critical
thinking involves different dispositions of thinking and
discussing that teachers strive to show students. Teachers should offer their students many opportunities to
engage in these types of discussions and allow students
to create their own discussions and explorations of ideas
throughout the text.
Teacher-led read alouds provide the opportunity for
both the teacher and students to engage in collaborative
discussions. It is important that teachers, “offer rich
and varied literacy experiences for children, whilst also
modeling the critical metacognitive skills that allow
creative thinkers to monitor their own understanding
and decide what is reasonable” (Maine, 2013, p. 155).
The conversations during reading should not be presented through specific questions, but rather through
creating and engaging in a dialogue that allows students
to extend beyond the book and accommodate their
own creative understandings. If teachers are able to lead

their students to deeper discussion and discovery during
read alouds, they will begin to create their own dialogue
about the story and engage in critical thinking.
Read Alouds
There is a large quantity of research that gives evidence
to the power of a read aloud and its effect on student
comprehension development (e.g., Baker, Santoro,
Biancarrosa, & Baker, 2015; Witte, 2016). Santoro,
Chard, Howard, and Baker (2008) discuss the benefits
of interactive read-aloud time in which teachers design
interactive read alouds to include text-based questions
as well as vocabulary words in order to create a discussion amongst their first-grade students. They found that
by enhancing the read aloud time, the students were
able to participate in much deeper and richer discussions about stories beyond their independent levels.
Using a text-talk structure to scaffold the story is a beneficial way to build comprehension during a class read
aloud. Text talk is defined by Beck and McKeown as
interactions “based on open questions that the teacher
poses during reading that ask children to consider the
ideas in the story and talk about and connect them
as the story moves along” (2001, p. 13). The open
questioning during the read aloud allows the teacher to
focus explicitly on specific questions and vocabulary in
order to direct the discussion. By exploring these higher-level texts as a group, students are able to develop
higher-level thinking skills and new vocabulary.
Text Complexity
When teachers use scaffolding strategies like text talk
during the read aloud, they engage their students in
discussions about texts at a much higher level than
they would be able to engage in independently. Shanahan (2014) discusses how students may learn best
from higher-level text, and that scaffolding discussions
during reading allows students to understand texts
beyond their independent reading levels as if they were
at their instructional levels. Stahl (2012) discusses how
the need for children to comprehend higher-level texts
is stressed in the Common Core State Standards, as
students enter upper elementary grades. Targeting this
in the primary grades allows students to build a foun-
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dation of comprehension and discussion skills that they
will build on in future years. These higher-level texts
engage students in deeper thinking that would not be
possible with less-complex texts. Teacher-led discussion,
which leads to the critical thinking and exploration
of different texts, can be accomplished through teacher-led read alouds and discussion during the reading as
a whole group.

Methods

Rationale
Exposing primary-grade students to higher-level texts
with the scaffolding and modeling from their teachers
can launch them into thinking that will help them to
comprehend at levels they are not able to read independently. In doing this, we are inviting students into
a deeper understanding and appreciation for books at
a variety of levels. Learning about how higher-level
texts can be used with primary students sparked my
interest and led me to conduct a study on how I could
scaffold discussions during read alouds to encourage my
students to participate in discussions that would help
them to think critically.
During my research, I began to think about how deeper
thinking would benefit my students. First, I believed
they would be able to strengthen their comprehension
at their independent reading levels by thinking more
deeply. Based on the extant research, I anticipated activities such as questioning, connecting, and dissecting
each text that they read might help facilitate this
development. Second, I was hoping to see a greater
desire to engage with different kinds of books and
start their journey to a lifelong love of reading. If my
students were able to comprehend these more complex
texts, I would be able to take them on adventures that
may open their eyes to all of the amazing characters,
stories, and life lessons that are found inside of books.
In the primary grades, we often read picture books.
Although these books have great stories, characters, and
messages, there is nothing like embarking on a long
journey in a chapter book. Instead of having pictures to
tell the stories, students are pushed to use their imagination to see the setting, picture the characters, and
feel the emotions of the story. It is an adventure that is
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unmatched by any movie or television show. Since I so
desperately wanted to explore the world of these stories
with my students, I decided to research how I would
be able to read aloud to them stories that would not be
at their level, but they would still be able to listen to,
understand, and experience. I believed that this deeper
understanding of texts would help to improve their
comprehension across the board. While reading with
students in the past, I noticed that they are not able to
dig deeper and talk about stories at their level with any
kind of deep thinking, questioning, or collaborative discussion. Their responses to open-ended prompts were
typically one to two words and they did not provide
much detail or evidence to support their thinking.
Methods
Participants. I conducted my study in my own firstgrade classroom in a suburb outside of Chicago. I have
24 students in my class: 11 boys and 13 girls. At the
beginning of my research, my class ranged in reading
abilities. I had some students who were reading basic
texts that are repetitive and have pictures to support
the words, while others were reading beginner chapter
books and stories with themes outside of what they
may have previously known. I knew that some students
were very strong in their comprehension abilities; they
were able to talk about any story in detail with ease.
Some students were not as strong in comprehension;
they had trouble talking about the story beyond a
retelling of the main events. My biggest challenge was
ensuring that I was pushing both my beginning readers
and more advanced readers to think more deeply than
I had expected them to do before. I wanted so badly to
help these students get wrapped up in the story and be
able to tell me more after reading, and I hoped that this
study would help them—and it did!
Instructional Intervention. Before starting the study,
I was able to talk with the parents in my classroom and
let them know that we would be reading Charlotte’s
Web (White, 1952) and The BFG (Dahl, 1982). All of
the parents were very excited to support me during this
study; some even watched the movies of the two books
with their children when we were finished. It was so
fun to get the whole family involved! I explained to my
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students that we would be reading some of my favorite
chapter books, they would get to hear one chapter a
day, and we would be talking about the story before,
during, and after reading, and doing some writing every
once and awhile.
I wanted to start with Charlotte’s Web (1952) and end
with The BFG (1982). I chose these two books because
they are above the first-grade level, but they contain
vivid and lovable characters that are relatable to students.
Charlotte’s Web (1952) is a guided reading level R, which
means it includes longer, descriptive language that is
essential to understanding the plot, characters, and setting. Comprehension of books at this level also requires
that readers make inferences to understand the story. The
BFG (1982) is a guided reading level U, which means
students engage with text characteristics such as underlying structures and themes that go beyond a student’s
personal experiences. Both books were much higher than
the reading levels within my classroom; however, I knew
students could be scaffolded to think critically within
these texts based on the research I had read from Shanahan (2014) and Stahl (2012).
During the first read aloud, I lead discussions with the
students before, during, and after reading the chapter
for the day. Before and after reading the chapter, discussions would be very basic and would mostly consist
of a summary of what had happened so far in the story
and what they thought would happen next. During the
story, I went with a more organic approach to finding
stopping points. While reading, I would frequently stop
and discuss major events, vocabulary words, and make
predictions. I wanted the discussions during the first
book to be less structured so that their responses would
provide a baseline for their comprehension and critical
thinking abilities. I asked students to write about the
story and respond to a few open-ended prompts after we
had finished. During the second book, I designed the
discussions with a little more purpose and scaffolded the
questions to help students think about the characters’
feelings, use evidence to support their thinking, and
begin to question and form their own opinions about
the story. The students also wrote about major events in
their reading journals several times throughout the story.

Book 1. First, I introduced Charlotte’s Web (1952) to
the students and told them that we would be reading
the story as our next chapter book. I normally read
one chapter from a novel each day, so from the student’s perspective not much had changed. A couple
of students noted that they had seen the movie before
or that their siblings had read the story. Next, I shared
with them that this was my personal, all-time favorite
book and that I could not wait to read the story with
them. I let them know that as we read, we would often
stop and talk about what was happening and how we
thought the characters were feeling.
When they finished reading Charlotte’s Web (1952),
I had my students respond to four comprehension
prompts in their reading journals to see how much
they were able to talk about the story. The prompts
were: Talk about a key event from the story. How were the
characters acting or feeling during that key event? What
evidence did you use to help you know how the characters
were feeling? What do you think the author’s message is for
the story? I knew that these prompts would be difficult
for most of my students; however, based on previous
research, I believed that at the end of the second book
they would be able to do this with more ease. I used a
rubric based on the prompts and the amount of detail
they were able to provide in their responses to gauge
their depth of thought (see Figure 1). For two students,
a dictated response was used since the purpose was to
respond to the story and not writing.
Book 2. We finished Charlotte’s Web (1952) right before
the start of Thanksgiving Break and began The BFG
(1982) when we returned. While we read The BFG
(1982), I made sure that my stopping points and discussion prompts would scaffold a deeper thinking and
prompt students to support their verbal responses with
evidence from the story. I began each day by asking
what we had read the previous day. This time, however,
my stopping points during reading were more explicit
and frequent. Each time a major event occurred we
would retell the scene, talk about how the characters
were feeling, and make predictions. I also had planned
prompts that students explored after the major events
to help expand their thinking. For example, when
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Figure 1. A rubric based on the four comprehension prompts in the students’
reading journals.

20

Sophie gets snatched at the beginning of the book,
I prompted the students with, “If you had just been
snatched by a giant, what would you do next? How
would you be feeling?” In the beginning of the book,
I asked these types of questions and then modeled my
opinion about what happened, my predictions, and
asked questions to model the type of responses that
require deeper thought. We used these same types of
prompts during guided reading, whole group, and any
other time we could get our hands on a book. We also
took time to respond to the story more frequently in
our reading journals throughout the story than we had
with the first book.

windowsill waiting for her to wake up, I stopped reading and the hands flew into the air. Ashley (all names
are pseudonyms) had her hand up, and I called on her
first; she said, “I can only imagine how nervous and
scared Sophie is! She is sitting on the window and the
BFG left her there all by herself and she has to wait for
her to wake up! What if the dream doesn’t work?” She
was filled with excitement and was asking questions,
giving evidence, and talking about the character’s feelings without me having to say anything. My students
were wrapped up in the excitement of these stories and
began to engage in discussions about these books that
were beyond their independent reading levels.

The more we dug into the events of the story, the less I
had to model responses that included questioning and
opinions. During our read aloud time each day, I would
prompt discussions, however eventually the prompting
happened less and less as students began volunteering
to share their thinking on their own. For example, one
day after reading about Sophie sitting on the Queen’s

Results
Figure 2 shows that most students were able to identify
a key event from Charlotte’s Web (1952), which we read
before I began my instructional unit. The most modal
score for the key events was a 2 which indicates that
most students were able to identify a key event and
describe it in some detail. For the character’s actions
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and feelings, the most common score was also a 2.
Figuring out how a character feels and talking about
main events in a story are skills that my students had
been working on all year, so I was not surprised to find
that they were able to identify these in their responses.
Using evidence from the story to support the feelings or
actions was initially a struggle for many of my students.
The most common score for this section was a 1,
indicating that they did not connect evidence to characters feelings or actions. Only three students elaborated on what they thought in detail and received a 3
on the rubric. One student, Jacob, was able to say that
he knew Wilber was worried and scared; his evidence
was that, “Wilber was crying and saying how sad he
was and how he wanted to protect her babies.” Most
students did not give evidence. For example, Penny,
who also used Charlotte’s death as her key event, said
Wilber was sad, “because Charlotte died.” The type of
thinking that Jacob was able to show in his response
proved to me that he was able to dig deeper and think
about how and why he knew that Wilber was sad.
While Penny made a logical inference at what caused

Charlotte to be sad, she did not give evidence from
the story that indicated that Charlotte was sad. In my
reading groups, I had often noticed that students were
able to identify feelings, but not elaborate or support
their thinking. Similarly, in my reading groups, students also struggled with the author’s message. It was
clear that by engaging students in discussions alone,
the students had not developed the ability to identify a
central message or form an opinion on the message of
the story. Most students scored a 2 in this category as
well. A very common response was one like Maddie’s,
“The author told us to have friends.” Only one student
responded to this prompt in detail for our first story.
Rosie wrote, “The author was trying to teach us to be a
good friend to everyone.” Her response shows me that
she understood the importance to the story of being
a true friend to someone. My students were hooked
on this book and begged for more when the chapters
were over. They could have sat and listened to me read
chapter after chapter without taking a break. They also
started talking about the book in their social conversations, during other parts of the school day, and in

Figure 2. This graph indicates students’ comprehension abilities without
scaffolding discussions.
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connection to other books. This was music to my ears! I
loved how much they loved the book. When Charlotte
died at the end, they were heartbroken. They had so
many questions and predictions all on their own.
When we finished The BFG (1982), students wrote
responses as a whole group. I prompted the students
with the same questions that I had given for Charlotte’s
Web (1952). As you can see from Figure 3, the students
made consistent gains in every category. The modal
score for the total of the rubrics went from a 6 to an 11.
Every student made gains in one or more areas and was
able to give their answers in greater detail. This detail
can be seen in Simone’s key event response; she says,
“The BFG put the big mean giants in a big pit and the
big mean giants have to eat snozzcumbers for the rest of
their life.” The most growth was seen in the evidence
prompt and the author’s message. Most students were
able to give a response like Leonard for the evidence
prompt. He said, “I know that Sophie was scared when
the BFG snatched her because the story told me that
she was shivering.” He used the description of Sophie in

the scene to infer how she was feeling. For the author's
message, most students chose a similar message. Jimmy
wrote, “Trust other people that show you kindness,”
while Penny responded, “Help other people and be
kind,” similarly, Ashley wrote, “Never be scared to make
a friend.” These two areas are where students had the
opportunity to share their thinking on a deeper level.
Students identified the key events, feelings, evidence,
and messages in much more detail than before. This
likely came from the familiarity of these types of questions and the constant classroom discussion that came
from these questions during the reading. Students were
not only using these skills when prompted, but also at
just about any time we were discussing any story.
Overall, the students made growth in their own
thinking and their abilities to support their thinking
in detail. Students are still consistently giving predictions and sharing critical thoughts during discussion, as
well as offering evidence from the text. Their responses
indicate that they are beginning to engage in deeper
thinking, a skill that they will continue to build upon

Figure 3. This graph indicates students’ comprehension after having
scaffolding discussions during reading.
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as their reading abilities strengthen. Given this ongoing
improvement, I am confident that they will continue to
use and build upon the same structure for their discussion as they continue to work on their reading skills.
I am amazed at what my students were able to comprehend with such high-level texts. All of my students
benefited from this in one way or another. For some
students, they became leaders of our classroom discussions. They were able to engage in deep thinking about
every story that we read and lead the conversations
naturally. For others, it has helped them to comprehend books at every level. I have noticed that they give
more details in their discussion and are responding
to prompts using more than one or two words. Since
the completion of this study, I have already seen deep
thinking benefit my students in their reading comprehension and their discussions.

Implications

This study has changed my perception about comprehension levels for my students. I always knew that
students are able to comprehend above their level when
given the proper support; however, I never realized how
much higher or what the benefits to having them practice at a higher level would do for their comprehension
across every level. To inspire this type of deep thinking,
teachers can take a few simple, yet beneficial steps:
1. Choose the right text. This should be a text 2-3
grade levels above your students’ independent
reading levels, but with content that is still age
appropriate. Make sure the story will appeal to the
interests of your students and will be easily relatable.
2. Read the text first. It is crucial to read the story
before sharing it with students so that you can
identify your key stopping points and essential
vocabulary. Once you have identified your stopping
points, you can work on scaffolding the discussions
you intend having with your students.
3. Use your stopping points to help create text-specific prompts that are open-ended and allow
students to make inferences. Think about the event
and what you want your students to understand
about the character at that moment. Find a way to

put your students in the character’s shoes to help
them better understand the text.
4. Be flexible. As you read and begin to build discussions with your students, you will begin to notice
what they are curious about, what they are invested
in, and what they are struggling to understand. Use
their feedback to help you craft your prompts for
the following day.
5. Be a part of the discussion. If I have learned anything about reading with my first graders, it is that
they are as invested in a story as I am. They will not
know how to engage in deep discussion without
your guidance and modeling of the skill. The more
it feels like just a conversation, the more they will
open up and dig deeper with their thinking.
After the initial work to choose a book and plan your
stopping points and discussion points, the rest will
come naturally as it becomes a part of the classroom
culture. The style of questions or prompts that are
chosen should be used not only with read alouds, but
also with guided reading, whole-group reading, and any
other story put into students’ hands.
Higher-level thinking and discussion closely relates
with several Common Core State Standards for literacy
and speaking and listening, such as, ask and answer
questions about key details, demonstrate an understanding of the central message, and participate in collaborative discussions. Students will be able to navigate
through more complex texts and use their skills to help
them understand and discuss what they are reading. I
do believe that more research can be done to explore
the effects of deeper-level discussions and how students
apply these skills in their independent reading.

Conclusion

Engaging students in deep thinking and providing
them with the skills they need to engage in deeper
discussion can help build skills that students will need
throughout their entire life. It is incredible to see what
your students are capable of and what kind of thinking they can engage in when you create a culture of a
specific type of discussion in your classroom. Primary
students can think more deeply when you pique their
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interest in the magical stories that have captured the
hearts of readers for many years. Although they could
not read these stories on their own, my hope is that the
ability to comprehend and discuss these books, even
beyond their level, will foster a lifelong love of reading.
We can embark on amazing journeys through reading
or listening to a story. The excitement of these adventures can capture the heart of even the youngest learners and guide them into a lifetime of love for stories.
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